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Narrative:
On March 30, 2022, at approximately 1257 hours, Ohio Bureau of Criminal Investigation (BCI)
Special Agent Todd Fortner (SA Fortner) interviewed Columbus Division of Police (CPD) Officer
Joseph Valiski (Officer Valiski) in response to an Officer Involved Critical Incident (OICI) that
occurred March 11, 2022, between Jonathon Myers (Myers) and law enforcement. The purpose
of the interview was to obtain all relevant information of the incident known or observed by
this individual. Also present for the interview was Officer Valiski’s FOP union attorney, Jaclyn
Tipton.
This interview was audio recorded, and a copy of the recording was saved electronically within
the case file. Please refer to the recording for specific quotes. The following is a summation of
the interview.
Prior to beginning the interview, SA Fortner provided Officer Valiski with a BCI "Criminal
Investigation Notification” form. SA Fortner advised BCI was conducting a criminal investigation
separate from any internal investigation that CPD may be conducting. Officer Valiski was told
his interview was voluntary and that he could stop answering questions at any time. Officer
Valiski verbally confirmed he understood the contents of the form and signed the document
further acknowledging his understanding. A copy of the signed Criminal Investigation
Notification (CIN) is attached to this report.
Attorney Jaclyn Tipton had previously provided SA Fortner with a written statement from Officer
Valiski regarding the OICI. Agent Fortner reviewed the statement upon receipt. Furthermore,
SA Fortner provided a printed scene sketch of the OICI scene to reference throughout the
interview. Officer Valiski signed his statement provided to BCI, and he verified the statement
was a true and accurate depiction of the OICI incident. Please refer to Officer Valiski's statement
for further details. A copy of the signed written statement and the sketch was saved within the
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case file and is attached to this report.
SA Fortner asked Officer Valiski a few follow up questions and had him confirm where he was
at when shots were fired based on the printed scene sketch. Officer Valiski’s answers appeared
to be consistent with his written statement.
Officer Valiski advised he was in a marked cruiser on patrol on March 11, 2022, when the
dispatcher reported a male black with dreds, in dark clothing was on I-71 in the area of Gemini
Place and was shooting a gun at vehicles. Upon arrival Officer Valiski advised he saw a car in the
median, a female subject and a male that matched the description he had been given. Officer
Valiski advised he was still in his cruiser, had the male subject at gunpoint and was giving him
commands to get on the ground. It appeared the subject was talking but Officer Valiski could
not hear what he was saying. He said the subject did not comply with any commands given. He
stated the subject had his right hand in his waistband.
Officer Valiski said the subject started to walk northbound in the roadway. The subject then
began running northbound and Officer Valiski followed him in his cruiser. He stated the subject
then turned, produced a handgun, pointed at him and fired multiple shots, striking the driver's
side hood of the cruiser. Officer Valiski said he returned fire through the windshield. He said
he could see the subject continue to run and again point his weapon at officers. Officer Valiski
fired more shots and then reloaded his handgun. He said the subject again pointed his gun at
officers and then fell to the ground.
Officer Valiski advised officers approached and handcuffed the subject. He said he called for
the medics and other officers began providing aid to the subject. Officer Valiski then waited for
peer support as there were numerous officers securing the scene.
The interview was concluded at 1316 hours.
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